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thermodynamics can
mechanics (Krajcinovic
(1992)), coupled plasticity and damage
and thermoplasticity (Armero & Simo
(1992)). Consider a continuum defined on a
...,..._ ...,.ll..,Jl.A...,..., configuration
in a time interval [O, t], deformation gradient,
£, stress tensor cr, associated temperature field 8(., t), entropy 11, density
forces,
internal dissipation is given by:
=a:€+8Ti-E

(1)

three terms
be interpreted respectively as stress power,
power and change in internal energy. We can write the internal
form, E=E(E,
11), where D = D(cr, 8) is a set of microvariables,
as plastic strains, hardening parameters, or
variables,
define the mechanical state of the material.
described in constitutive form as evolution laws:
=D(a,D,8)

(2)

...,.,...•_...,.JI.~, ......... free energy, \V, is found from the internal energy through the
,...,.,,.,.,."",....''""' transformation from which we obtain the conjugate relations:
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For the complementary problem, the internal energy and Gibb's free
energy are defined as:
G =G(o,D,9)

W= W(a,D, 11);

whence we find conjugate relations analogous to (3):

e= _aw.

all ,

aG

(5)

Tl=-

ae

Given a description based on Helmholtz energy and stiffness,
decreases with temperature in concrete, then the negative sign in (3)
ensures an increase in entropy with temperature. For a definition based
on Gibb's free energy and compliance, which correspondingly increases
temperature, one again finds an increase
entropy from (5).
Finally, we write the nominal stress, absolute temperature
thermodynamic 'forces' (Maugin(l992)):

Y=aD a

e=a0 6·'

=

Entropy, dissipation and the Second
second law of thermodynamics requires that the rate
change
entropy should not be less than the production
entropy from heat
· (Maugin (1992)), which gives rise to the dissipation inequality:
1
x con = --Q:\79
e

X = Xinl + Xcon ~O;

where the second term is the dissipation due to conduction. We split
internal dissipation into parts associated with the thermal production of
entropy, and the contribution to dissipation of the purely mechanical
theory: Xinl = Xmech + Xther· Since the second law must be satisfied
non-conductive and isothermal processes, one requires separately
Xinl ~ 0 and Xmech ~ 0, where the mechanical dissipation under isothermal
conditions follows from Claussius-Duhem form: Xmech = cr : E The general problem of maximum dissipation leads to evolution
equations for an associative process in plasticity or damage (Simo &
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(14)

where p > 1 for permanent deformation is a material parameter, and the
tensors, s+ and s- are
aforementioned positive and negative cones.
The use of the shifted cone is certainly effective, but creates a sharp
hydrostatic compression which is not always representative.
One can
Amax:s;A,:s;Q to exploit the surface ...,A,......,..,...,,
4A
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and
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critical stress as Ortiz ( 1985),
assume all increase in
or mechanical, to be attributed to the damage variable
C=

+C

(

8))

damage compliance is
by a temperature
term applied to an
those
(1
effect of compression (Khennane & Baker (1992)),
desired anistropy under mixed states of stress, we suggest a term
(1 la) scaled by a temperature dependence (1 +f(8)), where
f(8) should capture experimental results. Note that even when
damage still occurs mechanically under large compression
softening so that the observed beneficial effect of reasonable
stress is captured.
define f(8), we approximate l/E ~ l/E0 (1 +0) 2, so that
flexibility can be separated
leaving: f(8) = (28 - 8 2).
preserve the irreversibility asssumption, damage
accrues once
maximum temperature at a
has been exceeded.
emax' for
substitute the maximum
stiffening occurs on local
Finally,
be excessive for a cummulative damage
maximum temperature
a factor, 0 < y < 1,
determined from numerical experiment.
For the evolution of damage, we sum the
function to the cross effects given by the shfited negative cone,
a
of Yazdani & Schreyer' s ( 1988) lateral pressure term modified to
the biaxial nature
beneficial
dependence is applied to this
(18)

a is a factor

accounts
the lateral pressure, A.
smallest eigenvalue of cr, and is the fourth order identity tensor.
g(E>) only exists under simultaneous heating and . .
loading, and in such cases, g(8) = h 2(8). This negates the
applied to the critical stress, except
the second response
biaxial compression has no temperature dependence.
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2 shows the limiting damage surfaces obtained with no stress
heating. The effect of the parabolic softening is to crowd the
envelopes together at moderate temperatures, which is generally the
case for normal strength concrete; for lightweight concrete a linear
seems more appropriate. One can vary the shape of the
envelopes as pointed out earlier by varying the factors: m, ~' A. Similar
envelopes including the inhibiting effect of initial stress during heating
a greater effect at high temperatures as expected, but overall the
envelopes appear to capture the right features.
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